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Distributed Admission Control in Wireless Mesh
Networks: Models, Algorithms, and Evaluation
Jihene Rezgui, Abdelhakim Hafid, and Michel Gendreau

Abstract—Wireless mesh networks (WMNs) have attracted
increasing attention from the research community as a highperformance and low-cost solution to last-mile broadband Internet
access. In WMNs, admission control is deployed to efficiently
control different traffic loads and prevent the network from being overloaded. This paper introduces a distributed admission
control scheme for WMNs, namely, routing on cliques admission
control (RCAC). In particular, we propose an analytical model
to compute the appropriate acceptance ratio and guarantee that
the packet loss probability (PLP) in the network does not exceed
a threshold value. The model also allows computing end-to-end
delay to process flow requests with delay constraints. RCAC
achieves scalability since it partitions the network into cliques,
and only clique heads (CHs) are involved in the admissioncontrol procedure. Using extensive simulations, we demonstrate
that our RCAC achieves high resource utilization by providing
lower blocking probabilities in a dynamic traffic-load environment
while satisfying quality-of-service (QoS) constraints in terms of
PLP and end-to-end delay. Moreover, we show that a contention
access (CA) enforced with our RCAC outperforms the mesh deterministic access (MDA).
Index Terms—Admission control, multichannel, quality of
service (QoS), wireless mesh networks (WMNs).

I. I NTRODUCTION

W

IRELESS mesh networks (WMNs) have recently
emerged as a promising technology for next-generation
wireless networks. A WMN consists of two types of nodes:
1) mesh clients (MCs) and 2) mesh routers (MRs). The MRs
form a wireless mesh backbone infrastructure that forwards
most of the traffic between MCs and Internet gateways. In
general, MRs have very rare mobility and operate just like
stationary routers, except that they are connected by wireless
links using the very popular IEEE 802.11 wireless local area
network (WLAN) standard or other wireless technologies such
as WiMax. Using more than one radio interface in each MR
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allows for more channel diversity, resulting in less interference
and, therefore, more throughput and capacity. However, this
only improves the best effort traffic since supporting QoS for
real-time traffic in WMNs remains an open challenge.
Admission control is one of the key traffic-management
mechanisms that must be deployed to provide QoS support.
A new traffic flow is accepted into the network only if there
are sufficient resources. Admission control is the premise to
the implementation of QoS routing, channel assignment, and
multiple radio/channel scheduling, which have been proposed
to improve capacity and maximize throughput in WMNs.
Indeed, when the network is overloaded, none of these schemes
can prevent QoS degradation.
The accuracy of admission control depends upon how well
the network capacity is estimated. The estimation is difficult
to obtain because, compared with wired networks, the links
in WMNs are inherently shared, because of interferences, and
difficult to isolate; this fact makes the performance of WMNs
difficult to control. It is crucial that admission control considers
both local resources and resources at neighboring nodes when
analyzing the network performance [4], [5]; the reason is that
interferences among links cause performance degradation, e.g.,
two interfering links that are simultaneously active often provide less throughput than two separated links.
In this paper, we propose a distributed admission control
mechanism for WMNs, namely, routing on cliques admission
control (RCAC); a preliminary version of RCAC has appeared
in [6]. RCAC accepts a new flow request only when there are
enough available resources to carry the flow while satisfying
predefined thresholds of packet loss probability (PLP) and endto-end delay. This will avoid situations in which uncontrolled
resource usage leads to network breakdown (i.e., severe congestion). RCAC partitions the WMN into cliques, in which
all vertices are adjacent to each other. A maximal clique is a
clique that belongs to no other larger cliques. Only clique heads
(CHs) are involved in the admission-control procedure; this
makes RCAC scalable for large-sized networks. Inside a clique,
RCAC computes the available bandwidth while making use of
local bandwidth information and neighboring bandwidth information; this is necessary to take care of interferences among
one- and two-hop-away nodes. To the best of our knowledge,
RCAC is the first admission-control mechanism for WMNs to
consider two QoS parameters: 1) packet loss and 2) end-to-end
delay in multichannel and multiradio WMNs. RCAC attempts
to answer the following question: For a given WMN, can new
flows be accepted into the network while keeping the PLP under
the PLP threshold and the end-to-end delay under the threshold
value?
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In our proposed approach, we take into consideration the
knowledge of both local and neighboring resources in a distributed stochastic analytical model with two QoS parameters:
1) delay and 2) packet loss. We model interconnected CHs
as a queuing network, and we approximate the PLP with the
overflow probability in each clique; to this end, we estimate
the total packet arrival at time t in each clique. The objective of our proposal is to compute an acceptance ratio for a
given PLP. Indeed, for a threshold value of PLP, we are able
to determine the number of flows that can be accepted into
the network while satisfying the threshold. Our proposal also
takes end-to-end delay into account when processing new flow
requests.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II presents related work. Section III presents our
notations, assumptions, and network model followed by an
analytical model in Section IV. Section V elaborates our
admission-control algorithm and enhanced routing protocol in
detail. Section VI evaluates the proposed admission control via
simulations. Finally, Section VII concludes this paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The new challenges in WMNs require more research effort
from different perspectives to provide QoS management. The
authors in [7] report that it is necessary to have a mechanism for
admission control. However, they do not present any specific
solution. Studies specifically focusing on admission control
over IEEE 802.11 [4], [5], [8], [9] have mainly considered the
available bandwidth to decide whether the request is accepted
or not. In the stateless wireless ad hoc network (SWAN) [8],
the admission controller listens to all packet transmissions to
collect information about bandwidth and congestion. It proceeds by sending probe messages. However, probing causes a
lot of overhead and packet loss. In addition, SWAN does not
consider the fact that two nodes could contend for a channel
even without directly communicating with each other. The
authors in [4] proposed the contention-aware admission control
protocol (CACP) mechanism. The CACP provides admission
control for flows in a single-channel ad hoc network based on
the knowledge of both local resources at a node and the effect of
admitting new flows on neighboring nodes. A scheme closely
related to the CACP was proposed in [5], which integrates
admission control with ad hoc routing and channel reuse due to
parallel transmissions for a more accurate estimation of channel utilization. In [9], the authors developed a measurementbased capacity utilization model for an IEEE 802.11-based
mesh network; they also introduced routing metrics such as the
maximum residual feasible path and new strategies like routing
using call statistics. The proposed model provides the available
capacity of each node for the admission of new voice-overIP (VoIP) calls. The proposed approach [9] has been evaluated
for a single-channel mesh network using only VoIP traffic. The
applicability/adaptation of this approach in the case of multiple
channels and traffic types has not been investigated.
Several schemes have been proposed to evaluate the expected
bandwidth of a wireless network over IEEE 802.11e to provide
a criterion for admission decision [10]–[13]. In [10], the authors

proposed a method where each node measures both the occupied bandwidth and the average collision ratio; the measured
value is compared with a given threshold; then, a decision to accept or not a new flow is made using a simple rule. The authors
in [11] introduced an analytical model to evaluate the expected
bandwidth and packet delay of each class of traffic based on
the enhanced distribution coordination function (EDCF). This
model provides a criterion for admission decision, as well
as a theoretical analysis for EDCF. The proposed admissioncontrol strategy satisfies the required bandwidth and limits the
packet delay of each traffic class to a predefined level. In [12],
the quality access point measures the medium utilization and
confirms the transmission opportunity budget (TOXP) through
beacon signals for each access category (AC). If the TOXP
is consumed for one AC, then the new flow could not gain
transmission time, and current flows could not increase their
transmission time. In [13], the authors proposed a centralized
admission control mechanism; their model is based on the
concept of conflict graph. The major problem with this model
is that the utilization of the conflict graph is highly complex;
even for a moderate-sized network, the number of interference
constraints can be hundreds of thousands. The model works
well in a multihop single channel for a small-sized network.
However, the approach is centralized, which is not convenient
for large networks.
The mesh deterministic access (MDA) studied in [14]–[16]
extends the typical IEEE 802.11 medium instantaneous reservation procedure [which is known as the virtual carrier sensing (V-CS)] to a more advanced reservation procedure using
scheduled MDA opportunities (MDAOPs) within a two-hop
neighborhood. MDA aims to provide stringent medium access
control (MAC) delay guarantees for real-time services such
as VoIP. IEEE 802.11 V-CS [14] is performed by a four-way
handshake procedure in which request-to-send, clear-to-send,
data, and acknowledgment packets are exchanged between two
communicating nodes, while a network-allocation vector is set
by the other nodes in the physical sensing range. V-CS correctly
works in a single-hop wireless network but can cause severe
interference in wireless links that are multiple hops away and
are sharing the same channel within an overlapped transmission
or interference range. Therefore, in multihop wireless networks,
such as WMNs, a different access mechanism, namely, MDA,
with less multihop interference, was adopted in the IEEE
802.11s draft amendment to provide stringent delay bounds.
MDAOPs are first negotiated between neighboring mesh nodes
by exchanging broadcast setup messages; then, MDAOP reservations in multiple time-slot units, during the delivery trafficindication message (DTIM) periodic interval, are performed. To
limit the message broadcast signaling overhead, MDA-related
messages are sent only within the two-hop neighborhood.
However, interference outside the two-hop neighborhood can
still occur with MDA; this may degrade the WMN performance.
The authors in [16] tackle this problem using dynamic relocation (DR) of conflicting MDA time slots that are two hops
away from each requesting node. In their proposed solution, if
enough interference is detected outside the two-hop neighborhood, then flows are dynamically relocated, depending on their
elapsed duration in the network. In fact, “older” flows will be
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Fig. 1.

Wireless mesh network.

Fig. 2.

Connectivity graph: GA .

less likely to be relocated, i.e., its MDAOPs will be moved to
another available time slot.
III. N ETWORK M ODEL
In this section, we propose a network model for WMNs and
illustrate how an equivalent queuing and stochastic network
model can be constructed. In particular, we first define key
concepts, namely, connectivity graph and cliques, and then
present the assumptions/notations used in the rest of this paper.
The network model will be used in Section V to develop the
proposed distributed admission control mechanism for WMNs.
A. Connectivity Graph
We consider a multihop WMN, as illustrated in Fig. 1. In this
network, MRs (e.g., M R3 and M R17 ) aggregate and forward
the traffic from the MCs that are associated with them. They
communicate with each other to form a multihop wireless
backbone network. This backbone network forwards the user
traffic to the gateway access points (e.g., P1 and P2 ), which are
connected to the Internet.
We formally model the backbone of a WMN as an undirected graph called connectivity graph G = (V, E), where V
represents the set of mesh nodes, and E represents the set of
edges between these nodes. Among these nodes, P ⊂ V are the
gateway access points that connect to the Internet. In the rest
of this paper, MRs and gateway access points are collectively
called mesh nodes. ∀(u, v) ∈ V , an edge e = (u, v) ∈ E if
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the distance between u and v, which is denoted as d(u, v), is
smaller than the minimum range, which is denoted min(ru , rv ),
of u and v (i.e., d(u, v) ≤ min(ru , rv )), where ru and rv
represent the radio transmission ranges of nodes u and v,
respectively. Since we consider a multiradio and multichannel
WMN, channel assignment is needed.
The connectivity graph with channel assignment is denoted
as GA = (V, E, AG ), where AG = {AG (u), ∀ u ∈ V }, and
AG (u) is the set of channels assigned to u}. We denote N C
as the number of channels per radio and N R as the number of
radios per node; typically, we have NR ≤ NC.
Fig. 2 shows an example of a connectivity graph GA =
(V = {A, B, C, D, E, F }, E = {(A, B), . . . , (C, D)}, AG =
{AG (A), . . . , AG (F )}) in which we connect two nodes u and v
if they share the same channel and the distance between them is
smaller than or equal to min(ru , rv ). In this example, NR = 2
radios, and each node is labeled with its channel assignment;
for example, D, with two radios, is assigned channels 1 and 2
(AG (D) = {1, 2}). The radio transmission range of C and D is
200 and 250 m, respectively, the distance between C and D is
smaller than min(200, 250), and they share channel 2; thus, the
edge (C, D) ∈ E.
B. Cliques
A clique is represented by an undirected graph where, for
each two vertices/nodes in the graph, there exists an edge
connecting them; all the edges in the graph use the same
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Fig. 3. A-cliques and B-cliques.

channel. A maximal clique is a clique to which no more vertices
can be added.
The formal definitions of clique and maximal clique are
given in the following.
Definition “Clique”: Let G = (V, E) be an undirected
graph, where V is the set of vertices, and E ⊂ V × V is the
set of edges. A subset S ⊂ V of vertices is called a clique if,
for every pair of vertices in S, there is an edge in E, i.e., the
subgraph introduced by S is complete.
Definition “Maximal Clique”: A maximal clique S is a
clique of which the proper extensions are not cliques i.e., for
any S  , if S ⊂ S  and S = S  , then S  is not a clique.
We use maximal cliques to determine the nodes that compete
to access the same channel. Therefore, two nodes i and j
that belong to the same clique must not be simultaneously
active. Our proposed admission control scheme takes into
account both local and neighboring resources. Therefore, we
define two types of maximal cliques (see Fig. 3): 1) A-clique
is defined as a set of nodes A sharing the same channel
and having a pairwise distance smaller than or equal to the
minimum radio transmission range of the pair nodes (i.e.,
d(u, v) ≤ min(ru , rv ), ∀ u, v ∈ A), and 2) B-clique is defined
as a set of nodes B that use the same channel and have a
pairwise distance in the interval ] min(ru , rv ), R] ∀ u, v ∈ B,
where R is the interference range; B-cliques are used to
identify nodes in the carrier sense range (CSR).
Fig. 3 shows the maximal cliques of types A and B computed using the connectivity graph shown in Fig. 2. For example, q1/w = 1 is an A-clique that consists of four nodes
{A, B, F, E}. All of these nodes share the same channel 1.
{A, D}/w = 1 is a B-clique, where the distance between nodes
A and D is in ] min(rA , rD ), R], and they share the same
channel 1.
Each A-clique is represented by its CH. In this paper, we
use a simple algorithm that selects a node with the smallest
degree as the CH; other algorithms can be used with no
changes to our proposed admission-control scheme. CHs are
the only nodes involved in the admission-control procedure;
more specifically, they are responsible for computing the acceptance ratio, the available bandwidth, the maximum occupancy,
and the average service time of A-cliques they represent (see
details in the next sections). Algorithm I details the election
of CHs. In this algorithm, we have three inputs: 1) A-cliques;
2) node degree; and 3) MAC address. Here, the degree of node
X is denoted as X.degree, which is equal to the number of

A-cliques to which X belongs. The MAC address is used as
a tie breaker when two or more nodes have the same smallest
degree.
Algorithm I. CH election algorithm
Input: A-cliques, Node degree, MAC address
Output: Head-of-A-cliques
1 X.state := CH; /∗ Each node X declares itself as a CH∗ /
2 Every node X broadcasts a CH_state_notify (X.degree);
/∗ All nodes in A-clique receive X-degree ∗ /
3 Upon receipt of a notification from X, a node Y performs
the following:
4 If Y.degree == X.degree {
5 Y broadcasts a CH_state_notify (Y.degree, Y.MAC_addr);
6 If (Y.MAC_addr > X.MAC_addr) Y.state = ordinary; /∗
so that not all nodes will be CH ∗ /
7 Y.state = CH;
8 } else if (Y.degree > X.degree) Y.state = ordinary;
In the rest of this paper, A-clique and CH will be used
interchangeably.
C. Assumptions/Notations
The assumptions considered throughout this paper are given
as follows: 1) Each A-clique may experience a different
load and may have a different capacity than other A-cliques.
2) New flows arriving in each A-clique are uniform, independent, and Poisson distributed. 3) All the information exchanges
and the acceptance ratio computation happen only once at the
beginning of each control period of length T . 4) The assignment
of channels is static. 5) Network failures (link/node) are not
considered. To improve the readability of this paper, we gather
all the notations in Table I.
D. Queuing Model
The network consists of V routers, QA A-cliques, and QB
B-cliques. All two-hop neighbors transmitting on the same
channel are interfering neighbors. Each node may be either a
source or a destination. Assume that the packet size is L (see
Section IV-A for the details of our traffic model) and that a
client may transfer a packet to its MR as soon as it is generated.
Then, the delay between the generation of a packet and its
transfer to the MR is negligible. In practice, each MR has a
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TABLE I
L IST OF S YMBOLS /PARAMETERS
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finite physical buffer. In our approach, we aggregate all the
physical buffers in the A-clique into a logical buffer at the
CH. The packets are served by the CHs in a first-come–firstserve manner. We propose to model WMNs as a queuing
network. The stations/nodes of the queuing network represent
the CHs.
Contention Matrix: The contention matrix is equivalent to
the connectivity graph (see Section III-A). It shows nodes that
are grouped in the same A-clique, and only one of these nodes
can be active at any given time. Let us define the contention
matrix C for all channels as

w, if node u ∈ A−clique q
(1)
Cqu =
0, otherwise
where the dimension of matrix C is QA × V .
Let us now define the contention matrix for a number of
channels N C as
Cqu =

NC


wC w ,

w ∈ {1, . . . , N C}

(2)

w=1

where C w defines the unit matrix related to a given channel w.
Node Degree: The degree of node u is defined as the number
of A-cliques that the node u belongs to using the same or
different channels. To compute the degree, we have to sum the
lines in the matrix represented in (2) for each channel w as
f or u ∈ V,

(u)

Ddegree =

QA
NC 


w
Ci,u
.

(3)

w=1 i=1

Fig. 3 shows that the degree of node E is 3 because E belongs
to three A-cliques: q1 /w = 1, q3 /w = 3, and q4 /w = 1.
Maximum Occupancy: We assume that the bandwidth requirements of the incoming flows are multiples of F . For
example, if F is equal to 100 kb, and the bandwidth requirement
Breq of flow j is 1 Mb, then Breq is 10F .
The maximum occupancy M Oi of A-clique qi is equal to
the number of (unit) flows that can be accepted/supported by
qi , i.e.,
M Oi =

Ci
=X
F

(4)

where Ci represents the minimum available bandwidth of all
nodes belonging to A-clique qi .
If more than M Oi flows exist in A-clique qi , then qi is
overloaded. In this case, the probability of packet loss is very
high. Our proposed scheme, i.e., RCAC, rejects flows when
A-cliques are overloaded or the PLP is higher than Ploss .
Thus, the first step in RCAC is to evaluate the maximum
occupancy in each A-clique so that the bandwidth requirement Breq does not exceed the available resources within
the A-clique. Since each node has different channel views,
the maximum occupancy is not simply a local concept. To
demonstrate this relationship, we illustrate a scenario with
six stations (Y, D, X, D1 , Z, and D2 ), as shown in Fig. 4.
The MAC layer protocol is IEEE 802.11 with radio transmission ranges of 150 m for Y, 250 m for X, 200 m
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Fig. 4. Traffic scenario. An example.
TABLE II
C HANGES OF L OCAL M AXIMUM O CCUPANCY

A. Traffic Characterization
We denote the packet-generating process of an individual
flow k as Sk , and we assume that individual packet-generating
processes are independent identically distributed random variables with mean E[S]. Thus, the total packet-arrival rate
P Ai (t) in an A-clique qi at time t is expressed as
Ni (t)



P Ai (t) =

Sk

(6)

k=1

for Z, and R = 550 m. The bandwidth of the wireless channel
θ1 is 2 Mb/s. X and Z are C_neighbors. Y is X’s neighbor and
is out of Z’s CSR. Thus, we can conclude that A-cliques q1 and
q2 are C_neighbors.
Table II shows the values of M O of the different cliques,
as computed by Y, X, and Z. When flow 1 starts transmitting,
only local information (the M O of q1 ) is used; however, when
flow 2 starts transmitting, not only the local M O is used but
the neighboring M O of q2 as well since 1) X belongs to a
B-clique and 2) X and Z are C_neighbors; thus, the M Os of
both A-cliques are reduced. If flow 3 starts transmitting, the
congestion will occur (Table II); to avoid this congestion, one
has to check the availability of resources in both q1 and q2
before accepting flow 3. In our proposed scheme, to compute
the maximum occupancy of node i, we use

where Ni (t) denotes the number of active flows at time t in
A-clique qi . To characterize P Ai (t) as a Poisson process,
we need to specify the mean of P Ai (t). Using the momentgenerating functions of random processes P Ai (t) and Sk , we
obtain [17, eq. (12)] (see [17] for details). Let ΓS denote
the moment-generating function of Sk , i.e., ΓS (θ) = E[eθSk ],
and let ΓP denote the moment-generating function of P Ai (t).
ΓP (θ) can be computed as


ΓP (θ)|Ni (t)=N = E eθP Ai (t) |Ni (t) = N
⎤
⎡ Ni (t)
θ

Sk

⎢
= E ⎣e

k=1

⎡

⎤

N

θ

⎢
= E ⎣e

M Oi = min (M Oi (local), M Oj (local), . . . , M Ok (local))
(5)
where j, . . . , k are C_neighbors of i.
For the example shown in Fig. 4, the maximum occupancy
of Z (after accepting flow 1 and flow 2 in the network) is
M Oi (Z) = min(1200, 700) = 700; since flow 3 requires 800,
Z will simply reject it when using RCAC.

IV. P ROPOSED A NALYTICAL M ODEL : C OMPUTING THE
C LIQUE -ACCEPTANCE R ATIO AND E ND - TO -E ND D ELAY
In this section, we first characterize the traffic model based
on which the acceptance ratio could easily be computed. With
the acceptance ratio, we derive the PLP. Finally, we determine
the end-to-end delay for each path. The computed acceptance
ratio and the end-to-end delay will be used in the admissioncontrol algorithm (RCAC) to accept or reject new flows into
the network; a new flow will be accepted if its requirements in
terms of loss rate and delay are satisfied.

⎥
|Ni (t) = N ⎦

Sk
k=1

⎥
N
⎦ = {ΓS (θ)} .

(7)

Therefore, we obtain


E eθP Ai (t) Ni (t) = {ΓS (θ)}Ni (t) .

(8)

Applying the mean to (8), we obtain
 



E E eθP Ai (t) Ni (t) = E {ΓS (θ)}Ni (t) .

(9)

Using
E[X] =



xp(x) =



x

=



xp(x, y)

xy

xp(x/y)p(y) =

xy

= Ey [Ex [X/Y ]]


 
y


xp(x/y) p(y)

x

(10)
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we obtain


E eθP Ai (t)








= E E eθP Ai (t) Ni (t)


= E {ΓS (θ)}Ni (t) .

(11)

Using (8) and (11), we have
E [P Ai (t)] = E [Ni (t)] E[S].

(12)

The number of active flows in A-clique qi at time t can be
expressed by the summation of the number of active flows Ai (t)
and new flows newi (t) (see Section III-C) as
Ni (t) = Ai (t) + N ewi (t).

(13)

Therefore, to compute E[P Ai (t)], we only need to compute
E[Ni (t)] since E[S] is known a priori from the source traffic
parameters (see the next section for details).
B. PLP
Assuming that the threshold loss probability is sufficiently
small, we approximate the PLP by the overflow probability
in each A-clique. We assume that the WMN is operating
in moderate offered-load conditions so that we develop our
analysis in the nonsaturated case. This assumption is reasonable since the RCAC objective is to prevent a high offered
load from overloading the WMN and degrading the QoS of
already-admitted flows. Moreover, most real traffic, either data
or VoIP, exhibits ON/OFF behavior and therefore experience
idle periods that help the WMN to operate in an unsaturated
case but allow longer overflow periods. However, admission
control such as our RCAC limits the overflow probability to
very small values. On the other hand, it is known that when the
overflow probability decays to zero, both measures, i.e., PLP
and overflow probability, converge to the same value, and the
difference becomes negligible. Therefore, we approximate the
PLP, which is denoted by Lossi (t), by the overflow probability
in each A-clique as
Lossi (t) = P robability {P Ai (t) Ci }

(14)

where P Ai (t) denotes the total (new and cross) packet-arrival
rate into A-clique qi at time t. In this paper, we formulate
P Ai (t) as a Poisson process. Such type of traffic behavior
is expected when the network is accessed by a large number
of users.
As mentioned earlier, we approximate the PLP by the overflow in each A-clique using (14). With the assumption of
Poisson process, Lossi (t) is expressed as
Lossi (t) =

∞

k=Ci +1

−λt λt

e

k

k!

=1−

Ci

k=0

e−λt

λ = E [P Ai (t)] = E [Ni (t)] E[S]

λtk
k!

(15)
(16)

where the mean number of active flows in A-clique qi at time t
is given by E[Ni (t)] = E[Ai (t)] + E[newi (t)]].
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It is worth noting that both incoming (i.e., starting) and outgoing (i.e., terminating) flows are modeled as Poisson processes
[see (17)].
In general, the packet service time in carrier sense multiple
access/collision avoidance (CSMA/CA)-based IEEE 802.11 is
not usually exponentially distributed due to the binary exponential backoff that is performed in random multiples of discrete
time slots. However, in this paper, we assume that the packet
service time is exponentially distributed for the sake of mathematical tractability. In fact, the authors in [18] demonstrate that
the exponential distribution is a good approximation model for
the IEEE 802.11 MAC layer service time.
Furthermore, recall that the packet arrival process of each
admitted flow by RCAC to a given node is modeled as a
Poisson, and RCAC rejects from the entire network all flows
that, if accepted, cause ongoing admitted flows to experience
significant packet drops. Therefore, since, in the worst case,
only very few packets are dropped in a given node, the packetdeparture process of each admitted flow by RCAC from each
node can be approximated as a Poisson process too, i.e.,
E [Ai (t)] = Ni (x ∗ T ) − E [lef ti (t)]

(17)

where X ∗ T ≤ t ≺ (X + 1) ∗ T , and X is an integer.
In the following, we express the traffic generated by local
A-clique qi and the transient traffic from adjacent A-cliques:
⎤
a1 m1
.
⎥
⎢
..
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
E [newi (t)] = Mi × ⎢ ai mi ⎥
⎥
⎢
..
⎦
⎣
.
aQA mQA
⎡

where Mi is the ith row of the following matrix M :
⎡
⎤
1
Pq1 q2 · · · Pq1 qQA
⎢ Pq2 q1
1
· · · Pq2 qQA ⎥
⎢
⎥
M =⎢
⎥.
..
..
..
..
⎣
⎦
.
.
.
.
···
···
1
PqQA q1

(18)

(19)

The dimension of the matrix M is QA × QA , and it represents the proportions of the traffic generated in one A-clique
that is routed through another, where QA is the total number of
A-cliques. The value of a cell Mij is equal to 1 if i = j and
equal to Pqi qj if i = j, where Pqi qj consists of the fraction
of the traffic generated in A-clique qi that is routed through
A-clique qj . To compute Pqi qj , we propose to use a heuristic
called Ford–Fulkerson-based matrix computation (FFMC).
FFMC takes as input the amount of traffic generated by
each A-clique, the capacities of the links connecting the
A-cliques, source A-cliques (i.e., A-cliques that generate traffic),
and one destination; if there is only one gateway in the network,
then the destination is that gateway; otherwise, the destination
is a virtual node to which all gateways are connected. First,
FFMC executes the (multisource) Ford–Fulkerson algorithm
(which computes the maximum flow in a network [19]) on
the input to compute the amount of traffic that passes through
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each of the links connecting the A-cliques. Second, it selects an
A-clique from the set of A-cliques, which receives no traffic
from direct neighbors; we make the assumption that there is
at least one A-clique that will be selected. Then, it computes
the row for the selected A-clique in the matrix M using the
output of the Ford–Fulkerson algorithm; FFMC fills the matrix using normalized values of the output of the algorithm.
At the ith step, we subtract the traffic originating from the
A-clique corresponding to rows that have already been filled,
and we apply the same procedure for the rest of the A-cliques.
Algorithm II presents the pseudocode of FFMC, which has
two inputs G = (S, E) and Sqi and one output M , where 1)
S represents the set of A-cliques, represented by their CHs,
and E represents the set of edges between A-cliques; 1) the
value/cost eqj qk associated with an edge connecting two cliques
(qj , qk ) is equal to the bandwidth between them; 2) Sqi is the
amount of traffic generated in A-clique qi ; and 3) M is the traffic
proportion matrix between A-cliques.
The variable β in Algorithm II is the fraction of traffic generated in A-clique q  and going to A-clique q and is expressed as
follows:
βq q :=

eq q
All outgoing traff ic f rom

q .

(20)

C. Computing the Acceptance Ratio
With our traffic model, the acceptance ratio ai can be computed as follows.
1) Compute the number of active flows in the A-clique
using (13).
2) Compute E[P Ai (t)] [see (12)] the mean of the packet
arrival process in the A-clique using (12) with the mean
E[S] as a priori knowledge (see Section IV-B to compute
E[Ni (t)]).
3) Compute the PLP Lossi (t) in each A-clique qi .
4) Use the PLP and the predefined QoS constraint
Lossi (t) ≤ PLoss to compute the acceptance ratio ai
according to (21).
Thus, the acceptance ratio ai for each A-clique qi can be
computed by solving the following equation, where the only
unknown parameter is ai , and PLoss is the PLP threshold:
Lossi (t) = 1 −

Ci

k=0

where
[ai mi ]1≤i≤QA )T .

e−(Y E[S])t

(Y E[S]) tk
≤ PLoss
k!

(21)

Y = (Ni (X ∗ T ) − E[lef ti (t)]) + (Mi ×

D. Computational Complexity of Acceptance Ratio Computing
Algorithm II. FFMC: Pseudocode
Input: G = (S, E), Sqi
Output: M
Variables: qi : A-clique from S, C: is a set of A-cliques,
G := (S, E  ), t: real, Result: A-Clique;
1
Result := N ull,
M qi q j =
 C := ∅,
0 if ij, i and j ∈ {1..QA }
;
1, otherwise

2 G := Execute_Ford_Fulkerson_algorithm(G);
/∗ the value/cost eqj qk associated with an edge (qj , qk )
(belonging to E  ) connecting 2 cliques qj and qk is equal
to the fraction of traffic generated in qj and transiting
going to qk .∗ /
3 Repeat
4 Randomly select qi from S such that qi has no traffic
coming from its neighbors;
5 S := S − {qi };
6 C := C ∪ {qi };
7 Repeat
8
Result := Choose an A-clique q in C such that all
of its incoming traffic comes from A-cliques in C
and q  ∈ C and there is a flow from q  to q;
/∗ If an A-clique is not found, Result := N ull ∗ /
9
if (Result! = Null) {
10
Pqi q := Pqi q +βq q ×Pqi q ; (Equation (19))
11
C := C ∪ {q}; }
12 until all A-cliques are in C or Result = Null
13 For every qj and qk in G do
14
eqj qk := eqj qk − Sqi × Pqi qj tqj qk ;
/∗ subtract all the traffic originating from qi from
the traffic of the graph G ∗ /
16 C := ∅;

The added performance and benefits realized by RCAC come
at the cost of slightly higher complexity of the FFMC heuristic
when computing the proportions of traffic routed between
cliques. The complexity of the FFMC algorithm is on the
order of o(n2 ), where n = card(V ) is the number of nodes. In
fact, the complexity of computing the acceptance ratios mainly
comes from filling the matrix M using Algorithm II (FFMC
heuristic).
E. Computing the Delay in Each A-Clique
In this section, we present the delay analysis of the WMN
model described in Section III.D. Let Nct denote the number
of C_neighbors A-cliques of qi identified by B-cliques. Before
transmitting a packet, each node counts a random timer that is
exponentially distributed with mean backoff duration 1/ξ [20].
The average service time of qi is expressed as
bi =

L
1
+
+ IN T ERi
ξ
θk

(22)

where IN T ERi is the waiting time incurred by interferences
between A-clique qi and its C_neighbor A-cliques.
In the case of no interferences
IN T ERi = 0.

(23)

If interferences exist, then we consider that all interfering
A-cliques have the same probability to access the medium.
In this case


L
j∈Nct P Aj Cj
×
(24)
IN T ERi =
θk
j∈(Nct ∪i) P Aj Cj
where P Aj is the packet arrival rate in A-clique qi .
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Inter-CH interactions.

The end-to-end delay for each path is determined by computing the delay at each intermediate CH as

bi
(25)
D=
i∈P AT H

where P AT H is the set of nodes in the end-to-end path from
the user to the destination.
The delay parameter is the second QoS metric considered
in our model. Before accepting a flow, RCAC checks whether
the delay of the selected route is lower than the threshold value
(Δdelay ), which is predefined according to the requirement of
different traffic types. This constraint is expressed as follows:

bi < Δdelay .
(26)
D=
i∈P AT H

V. ROUTING ON C LIQUES A DMISSION
C ONTROL A LGORITHM
In this section, we present the details of the operation
of RCAC; more specifically, we describe the operations and
interactions among CHs in processing flow requests.
When a CH receives a new flow request from a node (called
user) in the A-clique (in this case, it is called source CH), it
determines 1) whether there is sufficient bandwidth to accommodate the flow (by computing the maximum occupancy [see
(5)]) and to satisfy the loss probability threshold (by computing
the acceptance ratio [see (21)]) and 2) whether the CH’s delay
[computed using (25)] is smaller than the delay threshold. If the
response is yes, then the source CH sends the request, including
the CH’s delay, to the next-hop CH toward the destination CH;
otherwise, a rejection is sent back to the user. Upon receipt of
the request, a transit CH computes the sum of its delay and
the delay included in the request; if the accumulated delay
is smaller than the delay threshold, then the CH determines
whether there is sufficient bandwidth to accommodate the flow
and to satisfy the loss threshold. If the response is yes, then
it propagates the request, including the accumulated delay to

the next-hop CH. Each transit CH repeats this step. When the
destination CH receives the request, it carries out a similar
process; if the response is yes, then it sends “commit” toward
the source CH [see Fig. 5(a)]. A timer is used by the source
CH; if the timer expires before receiving the corresponding
“commit,” then the source CH assumes that the flow request
cannot be accommodated and notifies the user [see Fig. 5(b)].
The CHs involved in the flow request setup “conditionally”
commit the network resources for the request only after receiving “commit.” Indeed, this occurs in the second phase of the
setup process, where each CH that receives “commit” forwards
it to its previous-hop CH, toward the source CH, if resources are
still available to accommodate the request; otherwise, it sends
“reject” toward the destination [see Fig. 5(c)]. When the source
CH receives “commit,” it sends “accept” to the user who can
start sending his/her traffic toward the destination.
Upon receipt of “reject,” a (transit or destination) CH releases the resources conditionally committed and forwards
“reject” to the next hop toward the destination [see Fig. 5(d)].
RCAC, via CHs, supports concurrent processing of setup
requests. It realizes concurrence control using an optimistic
scheme. Indeed, it assumes that it is very unlikely that concurrent flow requests contend for the same resources at the same
time, i.e., the success of one request causes failure of the other.
This is the reason why, during the first phase, no resources are
committed. The optimistic scheme allows CHs to accept more
requests than other schemes (e.g., pessimistic scheme) and
commit resources only when a request can be accommodated
by all CHs involved in the flow request processing. Indeed,
the optimistic scheme makes “optimal” the use of the network
resources. Let us consider the following example: A transit
CH receives a request req1 , decides that it can accommodate
the request, commits the corresponding resources, and forward
the request to the next-hop CH. Then, it receives a request
req2 (with the same characteristics as in req1 ), decides that it
cannot accommodate the request, and sends “reject” toward the
source CH. Later on, it receives “reject” that corresponds to
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req1 because one of the CHs toward the destination determined
that it cannot accommodate req1 . In this case, the two requests
are rejected. If the optimistic approach has been used, then
req2 would have been accommodated (assuming that all CHs
involved in processing req2 were able to accommodate the
request).
Algorithm III presents the pseudocode of the operation
of RCAC in processing a flow request. More specifically, it
presents the operation of the source CH, the transit CH, and
the destination CH.
Algorithm III. Admission-control algorithm on A-CH
Input: Flow request(user, D, Breq ) in qj where user is the
source node, D is the destination node, Breq is the required
bandwidth
Output: Admission decision: accept or reject
Variables: timer_S1;
At Source CH:
1 Receive the flow request from user with QoS requirement
2 if (Local_Resource_Admission_Test() == accept) {
3 Forward setup request to the next hop CH toward D;
4 Start up timer_S1;
5 while (timer_S1 is not expired && commit message not
received) do {Wait;}
6 if (timer_S1 expired) send “reject” message to the user;
7 else if (commit received) send “accept” message to the
user;
8 } else Send “reject” message to the user;
At Transit CH:
9 if (Local_Resource_Admission_Test() == accept) {
10 Propagate the request with the pending admission control
parameters to the next hop CH;
11 if (commit received && resources are still available) {
12 Commit “conditionally” resources;
13 Forward “commit” message toward the source CH;
14 } if (reject message received) {
15 Release resources;
16 Send “reject” message toward destination CH; }
17 } else Send “reject” message toward the source CH;
At Destination CH
18 if (Local_Resource_Admission_Test() == accept) {
19 commit “conditionally” resources;
20 send “commit” message toward the source CH;
21 if (reject message received) Release resources;
22 } else Send “reject” message toward the source CH;
Function: Local_Resource_Admission_Test ()
23 Compute local M Oj (Equation (4));
24 Exchange information with C_neighboring cliques about
M O to compute new M Oj (Equation (5));
25 Compute the acceptance ratio aj by solving (Equation
(21));
26 if (Nj (t) < M Oj or RANDOM_UNIFORM(0, 1) > aj )
return (reject);
27 Compute the average service time bj (Equation (22));
28 if (the delay (D) from the source to this qj is bigger than
the threshold value Δdelay (Equation (26))) return
(reject);
29 return (accept);

A CH needs a routing protocol to determine the next-hop
CH toward the destination. In our simulations, we used a modified version of destination-sequenced distance-vector routing
(DSDV) [21] called MyDSDV as the routing protocol to realize
RCAC. MyDSDV is based on delay instead of the distance
metric used in the original DSDV. It is used by a source or
transit CH that receives a flow request to determine the next-hop
CH toward the destination; a CH selects the next-hop CH with
the shortest delay. The rationale behind our choice is that DSDV
uses the Bellman–Ford algorithm, which is often preferred for
mesh networks or sensor static wireless networks. A previous
study in [22] shows that the Bellman–Ford algorithm has a
lower control message overhead compared with the floodingbased route discovery used in ad hoc on-demand distance vector
routing (AODV) [23]. This being said, RCAC can be used with
other routing protocols for WMNs.
VI. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this section, we conduct a simulation study using ns-2
[24] to evaluate and compare the performance of our proposed
scheme, i.e., RCAC, with other existing schemes. We evaluate
several performance metrics: 1) the end-to-end delay; 2) the
throughput; 3) the packet loss and outage probabilities; 4) the
flow blocking probability; and 5) the overhead. Note that
the outage probability is defined as the ratio of the number of
flows experiencing packet losses higher than the given threshold to the total number of accepted flows.
A. Simulation Configurations
In the first scenario (1), the WMN topology used in simulations is arranged as a regular grid of 5 × 5 IEEE 802.11 stations
acting as MRs. More specifically, node spacing is 100 m, and
the position of each node from the regular grid is perturbed
by choosing a random angle uniformly in [0, 2π] and a radius
uniformly in [0 m, 25 m]. This perturbation is used in several
existing WMN performance studies (e.g., [16]).
In the second scenario (2), the positions of MRs are uniformly distributed in a 1000 m × 1000 m coverage area. The
radio transmission range r takes the value of 150, 200, or 250 m,
and the transmission interference R of each wireless station is
550 m.
Real-time traffic flows arrive at each wireless station according to a Poisson process; each flow generates on the average
E[S] = 20 packets/s. We set a constraint on PLP not exceeding
a given threshold Ploss and a constraint on delay not exceeding
Δdelay ; thus, RCAC accepts new flows only if these constraints
are satisfied. The other parameters are presented in Table III.
It is worth noting that, in the simulation results, we are using
WLAN IEEE 802.11 CSMA/CA for RCAC and without RCAC
and WLAN IEEE 802.11 MDA for existing schemes in the
related work to which we compare.
B. Results Analysis
MAC Access Method Analysis—CA versus MDA Using
Scenario (1): As presented in Section II, the IEEE 802.11 draft
2.0 allows an optional contention-free MDA method besides the
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TABLE III
S IMULATION PARAMETERS

Fig. 7. Throughput variation with MDA versus CA.

Fig. 6.

Delay variation with MDA versus CA.

well-known CSMA/CA contention-based access (CA) method.
We studied the performance of both of these access methods
when transmitting data on the channel of each clique. In
Fig. 6, we present the average end-to-end delay experienced
by network flows when using the various simulated schemes;
in this section, we analyze the performance of the two MAC
access methods without admission control, i.e., WithOut RCAC
(W.O.RCAC)-CA and W.O.CAC-MDA schemes in Fig. 6. The
average end-to-end delay is the sum of the access delays (both
queuing delay, which is negligible in low load, and contention

delay) experienced in hops along the path’s flow from the MC
to the gateway.
In a low-offered-load condition, where collisions are very
rare, the CA method provides lower delays since it transmits
almost instantaneously in a random time slot no later than
0.64 ms, which corresponds to a minimal contention window
of CW = 32 time slots of 20 μs. The CW size is initially set
to 8, 16, or 32 but is doubled each time a node experiences a
collision, until it reaches a maximum value of 1024. However,
in this same light-offered-load condition, the MDA method
waits longer periods before transmitting in specific reserved
contiguous time slots, i.e., particularly MDAOPs, that can be
scheduled to start as late as the end of a DTIM period of 32 ms.
This scheduling is performed regardless of the absence of
interferences and although earlier time slots are available, since
it needs contiguous available time slots to transmit packets.
Therefore, the average access delay is higher with MDA
compared with CA when the offered load is low. On the other
hand, in a high-offered-load condition, the end-to-end delay
with MDA does not exceed 224 ms; it is bounded by the DTIM
interval, which is equal to 32 ms, multiplied by the maximum
number of hops in a path that is equal to 7 in our topology.
Whereas the delay provided by CA increases without any
bounds with the increase of the offered load, it results in many
more nodes contending for the same channel, causing many
more collisions and resulting in both longer binary exponential
backoffs and more frequent MAC retransmissions. Note that
binary exponential backoffs and retransmissions are not used
by the MDA; this results in much higher packet losses (see
Fig. 8) for MDA compared with CA.
In Fig. 7, we compare the average throughput provided by
the two access methods. We measure the throughput as the total
number of bits that are correctly received for each flow in the
WMN in the unit of time. Fig. 7 shows a much lower throughput
provided by the MDA compared with CA. MDA throughput
degrades much more in a high-offered-load condition. This is
explained by the MDAOP reservation mechanism that automatically rejects the newly arrived MDAOP setup requests. This is
caused by the contiguous time slots in the DTIM slotted interval
that become less available when the offered load increases. This
can be verified in Figs. 8 and 9 from the increase in the packet
losses and the outage probabilities that are much higher for
MDA compared with CA.
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Fig. 8. Loss variation with MDA versus CA.

Fig. 9. Outage variation with MDA versus CA.

As opposed to MDA that behaves like an admission control
since it bounds the access delay within a fixed DTIM interval,
the CA method needs to be enforced with an admission-control
mechanism to limit its access delay. This admission control is
done by efficiently restricting the number of flows contending
for the same channel in a given clique, depending on several parameters. We present the performance of our proposed
admission-control scheme RCAC and compare it with other
existing schemes in the next section.
Admission-Control Analysis Using Scenario (1): We study
the performance of two variants of our proposed RCAC: one
based on a delay constraint only, namely, RCAC-CA-Delay,
and the other based on both delay and loss constraints, namely,
RCAC-CA-Delay-Loss. For the related work, since regular
MDA, namely, W.O.CAC-MDA, does not provide a flexible
constraint on access delay beyond the DTIM interval, we consider an MDA-based scheme called CAC-MDA-DTIM. This
scheme acceptance parameter is based on a constraint on DTIM
utilization that does not exceed a given threshold. The DTIM
utilization threshold is the maximum fraction of the period of
time that can be used by MDAOPs. We present the performance
of CAC-MDA-DTIM combined with another MDA improvement that considers the DR [16] of the reserved MDAOPs two
hops away; we call this scheme CAC-MDA-DR-DTIM.
In Fig. 6, we notice that the average end-to-end delay experienced by the CA enforced by our proposed admission control
RCAC-CA-Delay-Loss is bounded by a much lower delay, i.e.,
at least three times lower starting from an offered load of
16 Mb/s, compared with that of the MDA with admission

Fig. 10.

Blocking variation with MDA versus CA.

control [27]. This is explained by the lower access delay of
CA when we limit the number of contending nodes with our
RCAC-CA-Delay-Loss compared with that of MDA; the latter
generally waits to transmit in specific reserved time slots, even
though it is bounded with a DTIM utilization threshold.
In Fig. 8, we observe that MDA-based schemes, either with
or without a DTIM utilization constraint, experience much
higher packet losses compared with all the other schemes, even
in low-offered-load conditions. This seems counterintuitive
since MDA is supposed to, by means of MDAOP reservations,
provide far fewer collisions/interferences and, therefore, fewer
packet losses. However, as presented in [16], the MDAOP reservation process usually suffers from the DTIM fragmentation
problem, which can occur even in light-offered-load conditions.
In fact, it is usually difficult to find contiguous time slots for
reserving long MDAOPs for long packets. Therefore, MDA
does not accept MDAOP reservations, and long packets are
rejected. In fact, we tested the performance of MDA using
small packet sizes of less than 160 B, and we found nearzero packet losses comparable with that provided by the CA.
Moreover, interferences outside the two-hop neighborhood are
not prevented by MDAOP reservations. These issues are tackled
using the DR of interfering MDAOPs; indeed, CAC-MDA-DRDTIM keeps the packet loss to a near-zero value that becomes
significant only after the offered load exceeds 28 Mb/s.
In Fig. 8, we also notice that our proposed schemes RCACCA-Delay and RCAC-CA-Delay-Loss provide quite comparable packet losses under low- and medium-offered-load
conditions. However, only RCAC-CA-Delay-Loss outperforms
all the other schemes by providing a low and bounded packet
loss for all offered-load conditions, even in high-offered-load
conditions. In Fig. 7, the throughput variation with the offered
load is tightly related to the packet loss variation in Fig. 8. Fig. 7
shows that our RCAC-CA-Delay-Loss provides the highest
throughput compared with all the other schemes since it limits
the number of contending flows by adjusting the acceptance
ratio ai , depending on the offered load, so that the packet loss
does not exceed the threshold Ploss .
Fig. 10 shows the blocking probability when varying the
offered load. Note that the blocking probability is expressed as
P Ri =

QA

i=1

mi R i


QA
i=1

mi

(27)
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where Ri = 1 − ai , and mi is the new flow arrival rate in an
A-clique qi .
From Fig. 8, we notice that the packet loss threshold Ploss
is reached starting from an offered load of 24 Mb/s since the
blocking probability in Fig. 10 experienced by RCAC-CADelay-Loss becomes greater than that experienced by RCACCA-Delay. In fact, to guarantee a packet loss not exceeding
the given threshold, our proposed RCAC-CA-Delay-Loss has
to block only a little more flows compared with RCAC-CADelay.
One can argue that we do not need explicit admission control
in WMNs if we use a deterministic access method such as
MDA, since the latter guarantees delay bounds required by realtime services. However, our performance study shows that this
access method, although it bounds delays, suffers a lot from
packet losses and blocking. Some of the MDA improvements
presented in the literature may significantly reduce the packet
loss, but the blocking probability is still higher than that of
our proposed RCAC. In fact, simulation results show that
the regular CSMA/CA enforced with our delay-constrained
and packet-loss-constrained admission control, i.e., RCAC-CADelay-Loss, is able to provide a more efficient utilization of the
clique’s radio channel since it provides a lower flow blocking
probability compared with MDA-based schemes while guaranteeing both delay and packet losses, even in high-offered-load
conditions.
Fig. 11 shows the overhead generated by schemes based,
respectively, on RCAC-CA and on MDA when varying the
offered load. The overhead is computed as
Overhead
=

Number of control packets
Number of control packets+Number of Data packets
(28)

where the number of control packets for MDA-based schemes
includes AODV overhead packets, MDA advertisements, MDA
setup requests, etc. For the RCAC schemes, the overhead of
MyDSDV includes the DSDV overhead and inter-CH signaling
(see Fig. 5). Without RCAC, only the DSDV overhead is
considered.
In our case, we observe that RCAC-CA generates a bigger
overhead compared with W.O.RCAC-CA. Indeed, the gains of
RCAC-CA in terms of delay, throughput, PLP, and blocking
come at the cost of a bigger overhead compared with the
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Fig. 12. Blocking PLP of RCAC versus W.O.RCAC for different network
sizes.

case without RCAC-CA. However, RCAC-CA still generates
a smaller overhead compared with MDA-based schemes.
Admission-Control Scalability Using Scenario (2): Specifically, Fig. 12 shows that, in the case of a nine-node network,
RCAC rejects flows starting from the 40th flow, whereas in the
case of 18-, 27-, and 40-node networks, RCAC rejects flows
starting from the 20th flow. This can be explained by the fact
that, in the case of 18, 27, and 40 nodes, interferences are
more severe than in the case of nine nodes (we use the same
geographic area size and random topologies); furthermore, we
use manual (ad hoc) channel assignment. Thus, different results
may be achieved using different channel-assignment schemes
(e.g., optimal schemes [25], [26]).
Fig. 12 shows the variation of PLP with RCAC and
W.O.RCAC while varying the number of flows in a network
of 40 nodes. W.O.RCAC corresponds to the basic scheme that
always accepts and routes flows from sources to destinations using DSDV [21]. Fig. 12 illustrates that, even when the traffic increases, the PLP does not exceed 5% using RCAC (MyDSDV).
However, without RCAC (W.O.RCAC), the PLP threshold is
exceeded when the number of flows in the network approaches
or exceeds 20. Up to this point, RCAC did not start blocking
flows. When RCAC starts blocking flows, the PLP is more than
three times higher without RCAC than with RCAC when the
number of flows in the network approaches 60. The PLP keeps
increasing with the number of flows if RCAC is not used.
Furthermore, Fig. 12 illustrates the PLP variation versus the
number of flows in WMN for different network sizes of nine,
18, 27, and 40 nodes. We observe that when both the traffic
load and the network size increase, RCAC using MyDSDV
maintains a PLP under the 5% threshold. These results confirm
our analytical findings: RCAC controls the PLP in the network.
In summary, the simulation results confirm that RCAC can
efficiently satisfy the packet loss and the end-to-end delay
requirements for real-time traffic in WMNs while providing
better utilization of the network resources and not incurring
extra overhead (smaller overhead compared with MDA-based
schemes). Moreover, we compared the performance results of
RCAC using CSMA/CA against an admission control using
standard MDA and another admission control using an improved version of MDA [16]. We conclude that our scheme
RCAC outperforms existing schemes based on MDA in terms
of delay, throughput, packet loss, and blocking probabilities.
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VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a new distributed admissioncontrol scheme based on cliques, namely, RCAC, to support
real-time services in WMNs. Particularly, we have considered
PLP and end-to-end delay as two major criteria in the design.
Our admission control algorithm is carried out by each CH
in parallel; thus, computation efficiency and scalability are
achieved. Simulations show that RCAC can effectively prevent
the PLP and packet delay in WMNs from exceeding predefined
thresholds.
Furthermore, we have concluded from our performance
study that the regular CSMA/CA enforced with our delayconstrained and packet-loss-constrained admission control, i.e.,
RCAC-CA-Delay-Loss, is able to provide a more efficient
utilization of the clique’s radio channel since it provides a lower
flow blocking probability compared with MDA-based schemes
while guaranteeing both delay and packet losses, even in highoffered-load conditions.
In a future work, we plan to add more sophisticated admission control for MDA to minimize the blocking probability
while satisfying a constraint on packet loss not exceeding a
given threshold. Recall that, in our study, we adopted the approach of static channel assignment, which is widely used in the
research community. We will investigate the impact/adaptation
of RCAC using dynamic channel assignation. Furthermore, we
will extend RCAC to handle different types of traffic. Indeed,
we will study the scenario of multiple traffic classes with
different QoS requirements.
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